The Men
Management:

ABOUT THE BAND
They got together in early 2000 to form the ultimate live band, explosive, stylish, tight, groovy,
cool and fun (No shoegazers!) - a band the members themselves would love to see.

THE MEN from Lund,
Sweden, is something
of a small "supergroup",
formed out of four already
established Swedish
bands; The Sinners, The
Girls, Thee Expression
and Colubrids.
Joakim Kilenstam
themen.manager@gmail.com

Booking:

Short songs, sharp edges
and right down explosive!

Every now and then
a harmonica wrestles
with Sven Köhler’s vocals
over who can howl the
loudest. THE MEN sound
uncontrollably good, they
play messy, raunchy rock,
just as it was done in the
very beginning.

THE MEN have released
four albums so far;
they have toured Spain,
Germany and Australia,
as well as Sweden;
appeared on national
television and radio, and
their music can be heard
in several American
TV-series.

"I call it FANTASTIC!
and another Album you
must have in your
collection if you’ve any
sense of Cool! " - Buster,
www.ModRadioUK.com

Line Up:

"Classy soul-drenched,
excellent. A band high on
energy, creation & pride.
Take them to your heart!"
- Tim Peacock, (UK)
WhisperinandHollerin.com

Olof Wallberg - Guitar &
Backing Vocals

The sort of music that gets
into your legs and starts
you itching, according to
Sven. Tambourines and
handclaps meet jerky
guitars, groovy bass and
drums that do more than
keep time.

REVIEWS
Annika Westman

WESTMAN MUSIC
Ph: +46(0)46135523
+46(0)739663299
westmanmusic@gmail.com
www.westmanmusic.com

Official website
www.themen.se

THE MEN play an
explosive mixture of
classic rhythm and blues,
pop and soul, and with a
swagger and enthusiasm
that makes this record
totally infectious.... you'd
be hard pressed to find
this type of music done
better. - Jenny Alder,
www.Americana-uk.com
"Groovy, Gritty,
Outstanding" - Dagens
skiva (Sweden)
"Every tune is a winner"
-Time Off Magazine
(Australia)

"SWEDEN'S FINEST
serve up a real cracker!
Leaves you begging for
more." - This Is The
Modern World (UK)

Sven Köhler - Vocals,
Lead singer, Harmonica
Ola Främby - Bass guitar
& Backing Vocals

Niklas Kilenstam - Drums

